Fine-grained image search is still a challenging problem due to the difficulty in capturing subtle differences regardless of pose variations of objects from fine-grained categories. In practice, a dynamic inventory with new fine-grained categories adds another dimension to this challenge. In this work, we propose an end-to-end network, called FGGAN, that learns discriminative representations by implicitly learning a geometric transformation from multi-view images for fine-grained rigid object retrieval. We integrate a generative adversarial network (GAN) that can automatically handle complex view and pose variations by converting them to a canonical view without any predefined transformations. Moreover, in an open-set scenario, our network is able to better match rigid objects from unseen and unknown fine-grained categories. Extensive experiments on the public CompCars dataset and a newly collected dataset have demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed method in both closed-set and open-set scenarios.
INTRODUCTION
While image search has been extensively studied, it still remains a challenging problem [1, 2, 3, 4] . In particular, it is difficult to identify images at a fine-grained level, where the goal is to find objects belonging to the same fine-grained category as the query, e.g., identifying the make and model of cars. Recent studies [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] show that deep neural networks are effective for fine-grained image categorization. However, they may not be applicable to fine-grained image search. Practically, given a dynamic inventory in production, the image search system needs to be sufficiently robust when new products are included. While fine-grained categorization mainly operates on a closed dataset containing a fixed number of categories, it may not be able to handle unseen categories well. Although classifiers can be re-trained to accommodate new categories, frequent re-training becomes prohibitively expensive as new data accumulates. In contrast, for fine-grained image search, it should be aware of unseen categories that are not part of the training set [14] .
The work was done while K. Lin was interning at eBay. Fig. 1 : The main idea of the proposed approach. We propose to learn discriminative feature representations with adversarial networks by implicitly normalizing views and poses. The learned representation generalizes well for fine-grained image search given unseen categories.
In addition to emerging categories, view and pose variations of objects make finding correct fine-grained categories harder. Classic approaches to address pose variations rely on matching local feature points, refining the homography, and inferring an explicit geometric transformation [15, 16, 17] . However, previous studies are computationally expensive. Recent works based on deep neural networks introduce dedicated modules to learn specific geometric transformations for semantic correspondence [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23] , of which representative works include spatial transformer network [18] , universal correspondence network [19] and Warp-Net [20] , etc. Nevertheless, they require a pre-defined transformation type and a well-initialized transformation matrix beforehand to ensure reasonable performance, and cannot handle complex transformations. Therefore, they are impractical for fine-grained image search given a growing database that contains unknown transformations.
In this work, we propose to rectify view variations, and jointly learn discriminative features with Generative Adversarial Networks. Figure 1 shows the main idea of the proposed method for fine-grained image retrieval. Specifically, the proposed network, called FGGAN, consists of two main components: a generator and an evaluator. While the generator is a fully convolutional network, the evaluator is composed Fig. 2 : The architecture of the proposed FGGAN to learn discriminative features for fine-grained image retrieval. D, N and S denote discriminator, normalizer and semantic embedding, respectively. Alternating optimization is used to train G and E. of three sub-modules: a discriminator, a normalizer and a semantic embedding. The generator and discriminator combined are analogous to the architecture of classic GANs. The normalizer learns implicit and class-agnostic geometric transformations to normalize an object in various views/poses to a canonical view without any pre-defined transformation parameters. The semantic embedding module enforces images from the same fine-grained category to have similar feature representations that are further used for retrieval. The three sub-modules of the evaluator are jointly optimized together with the generator, so that they are balanced to contribute to a good representation. Our network removes the needs of explicitly learning a geometric transformation and enables end-to-end training and inference to match objects in various views and poses, thus more flexible for real applications.
Our motivation lies in two aspects. First of all, GANs capture underlying data distribution without human supervision. By traversing on the manifold, we can freely manipulate images to recover different poses from a single pose. Secondly, GANs abstract specific patterns from training images that are generalizable to a broader range of categories. Therefore, given only a small amount of training data, we are able to identify and match objects from categories that the network has never seen before. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to apply GAN to fine-grained image search in an open-set scenario.
Our contributions are: (1) We apply GAN to fine-grained image search by implicitly learning transformations to match objects in various views and poses. (2) Our approach outperforms its counterparts on the CompCars and eBayCamera10k datasets in both closed-set and open-set scenarios. (3) We construct and will release a new dataset for fine-grained image search that may benefit future research. Figure 2 illustrates the overview of our network architecture. Specifically, the proposed FGGAN consists of a generator G and an evaluator E. The generator G is trained to confuse the evaluator E by producing high-quality features, while the evaluator E aims at distinguishing the features generated by the generator G from the real ones by optimizing multiple learning goals. This process can be formulated as
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where θ and φ denote the parameters of the generator G and the evaluator E, respectively. Given a real input image x r in any views or poses from the fine-grained category y, a new representation x z in feature space is obtained from the generator function G(x r ). In addition, given another input image x c in the canonical view from the same category, the evaluator E evaluates the quality of x z via the following objective function:
(2) where P data denotes the data distribution of real images in random views, and P G(xr) denotes the distribution of generated image representations given x r .
To jointly learn implicit geometric transformations and generate discriminative image representations, the evaluator E consists of three sub-modules: the discriminator D, the normalizer N and the semantic embedding module S. The learning objective of E is then written as
where x can be either the real image x r or the generated representation x z . Additionally, γ D , γ N and γ S are the hyperparameters balancing the effect of each objective and they are set to equal value.
We describe the intuition behind each objective function as below. First, L D (x) is defined as a binary classification loss function for the discriminator D to classify the input into real and fake classes. Second, L N (x, x c ) verifies whether the input is normalized to the canonical view/pose by computing the normalization error given the input pair {x, x c }. Finally, L S (x) encourages images from the same fine-grained category to have similar representations. We elaborate on each objective function as below.
Discriminator
In the proposed FGGAN, the output of the discriminator D(x) is a scalar probability indicating whether the given input x is the real image or the generated image representation. The higher the probability D(x) is, the more chance x would be the real image. Following the definition in [24] , we formulate the following binary cross-entropy loss function to learn the discriminator D:
The objective function tries to distinguish generated image representations from real images by alternating learning goals between the two cases.
Normalizer
One of the challenges in fine-grained image search is that objects in images may appear in high variation of viewpoints and poses. Different from previous works [20, 22, 25, 26, 27] that localize part regions or match objects with pre-defined geometric transformations, we propose to implicitly learn the transformation by an end-to-end adversarial network, which normalizes various views and poses to a single view for better matching. While the generator function G(x r ) learns to convert the input image x r to x z in the canonical view, we design a normalizer N to distinguish the real canonical image x c from the generated pose-normalized representation x z . Given a pair of input {x, x c }, we define it as the positive pair when x is the canonical image x c and as the negative pair if x is the generated representation x z . We concatenate the inputs x and x c along the channel, forming a tensor as input for the normalizer N . Then, we train the normalizer N as a binary classifier identifying whether the input pair is the positive or negative pair. In this way, the normalizer verifies whether the input x is similar to x c , i.e., how well x is normalized to the canonical view. Accordingly, we train the generator to confuse the normalizer by generating image representation x z that is similar to the canonical image x c , without any pre-defined transformation parameters. We formulate the normalization loss function as below: (5) To encourage that the generated representation is close to the real canonical image in feature space rather than forcing them to match exactly, we add a feature reconstruction loss (x, x c ) = 1 2 f x − f xc 2 . Specifically, given the input pair {x, x c }, we vectorize the activations of the intermediate layer of the normalizer to obtain two feature vectors f x and f xc . We minimize the mean square error (MSE) of f x and f xc during learning. The weighting parameter λ = 1.
Semantic embedding
To ensure that features of images from the same fine-grained category are semantically close to each other, we include a convolutional neural network with a classification loss to learn discriminative image representations while preserving semantic similarity. The semantic embedding module S is able to evaluate the quality of the generated representations by estimating the classification error. Particularly, we firstly train S with real images to capture the semantics in the feature space. Then, jointly learning with the generator G, we feed the generated representation x z into S and compute the classification error. We then back-propagate the classification error into G to help G learn better. The objective function L S is defined as a softmax loss:
where x can be the real image x r or the generated representation x z . In addition, y is the category label, p i (x) indicates the prediction score of the i-th category given the input x, and C denotes the total number of categories.
Adversarial training
Initialization. We define θ, φ D , φ N , and φ S as the parameters of the generator G, the discriminator D, the normalizer N and the semantic embedding S, respectively. In the initialization stage, the network parameters θ, φ D , and φ N are randomly initialized. φ S is initialized with the weights pre-trained on ILSVRC12. Following the adversarial training procedure in [24] , we train G and E alternatively as below.
Evaluator. First, we train D with real images and generated representations by minimizing the loss of Eq. (4). Second, N is trained with the positive and negative pairs by minimizing the loss of Eq. (5). S is trained by optimizing the objective function Eq. (6) . Finally, we freeze the parameters of the evaluator E, and then train the generator G.
Generator. We optimize the parameters of the generator to increase the loss of the evaluator, i.e., we optimize L G (x, x c ) = −E(x, x c ) for the generator G. Then, we freeze the parameters of the generator G, and then train the evaluator E. The training procedure will continue alternatively until the generator G and the evaluator E reach an equilibrium. We implement our approach by using open source Torch [28] with multiple NVIDIA Telsa K80 GPUs. Following [29] , we train FGGAN with the stochastic gradient decent (SGD) with learning rate 0.0002, mini-batch size 32, and momentum 0.5. We set the leak slope of LeakyReLU to 0.2. We multiply the classification error of the semantic embedding module S by a factor of 0.001 to facilitate training with other modules.
Image retrieval
After training, we feed an input image into G and generate the representation in the canonical view (see Figure 1 ), which is further fed into the semantic embedding module S. The activations of the last fully-connected layer or compact representations aggregated from the activations of the last pooling layer of S are extracted as feature vectors for image retrieval using Euclidean distance. We evaluate both in the experiments. eBayCamera10k is a new fine-grained dataset compiled by us. It consists of 110 fine-grained types of camera and lens in terms of make and model, including 471 stock images and 10, 720 user photos downloaded from eBay.com. The stock image and user photos are associated if both of them share a common make and model. The training set includes 471 stock images and the associated 8, 040 user images. The test set has 2, 680 user images. Cameras in the user photos have high view and pose variations, or come with additional accessories, making accurate retrieval challenging. We will release the dataset to benefit future research.
Baselines comparisons
We compare our FGGAN with off-the-shelf VGG16 [30] , VGG16 fine-tuned on the target dataset (VGG16+ft), and recent state-of-the-art fine-grained image retrieval approaches including MAC [31, 32] , Sum pooling [33] , CroW [34] , and SCDA [35] . These approaches aggregate the activations from the last pooling layer to form a compact representation for retrieval. Additionally, we apply these aggregation methods to the features computed by our method, and evaluate the retrieval performance of our method. Table 1 shows the performance comparison on Comp-Cars and eBayCamera10k datasets in terms of mAP. The proposed FGGAN, using activations from the last fullyconnected layer fc as features for search, achieves comparable or better performance than the state-of-the-art methods. By aggregating activations from the last pooling layer, our FG-GAN outperforms most of its rivals, verifying that our trained semantic embedding module is effective for image search.
Unseen image retrieval
In the open-set scenario, initial training set is incomplete while new images and categories accumulate continuously. We evaluate the generalization ability of our model trained on a subset of the entire dataset by measuring how well it adapts to new data. We conduct experiments on the Com-pCars dataset as it provides rich annotations including the year of car manufacture. Specifically, we train our network only on cars manufactured before the year of 2010, and then test on new cars from the following years. In each year, we take new test images as queries, and retrieve relevant images from the database that contains all known and unseen images so far. Figure 3 shows the retrieval precision and mAP of different methods evaluated on top k retrieved samples in the open-set scenario. FGGAN consistently outperforms the state-of-the-art approaches throughout all years even if the database keeps growing in terms of size and content. Specifically, FGGAN+Sumpool achieve the best performance and improves baselines by a substantial margin. The results suggest that, given a small amount of training data, our network can recognize and retrieve relevant images from unseen categories and is more generalizable.
Due to lack of year information in the eBayCamera10k dataset, we randomly split the training set into 50 known camera categories and 60 unseen camera categories to mimic the open-set scenario. We train our model on the incomplete training set and test our model on the original test set consisting of 50 known and 60 unseen camera categories. In Table 2, we observe that our method performs more favorably against the states-of-the-arts even though the database contains a large number of unknown categories.
Ablation study
Influence of individual modules. We compare the perfor- mance of different variants of our FGGAN on the public CompCars dataset. As shown in Table 3 , FGGAN GDN performs more favorably against DCGAN (GD) and CAE (G) on the CompCars dataset. The results indicate that converting images in various views to the canonical view reduces view ambiguity and is useful for image retrieval. In addition, FGGAN GDN achieves higher mAP than GDN , where N denotes the normalizer without the feature reconstruction loss. The results suggest that the feature reconstruction loss is also helpful. FGGAN GDN S and FGGAN GDN S outperform all other compared models, which shows that including the semantic embedding is critical for learning discriminative features.
The canonical view. We study the performance of the proposed method that trained with different canonical views. Specifically, we follow the view definition of CompCars dataset, and train our network using front, side, rear, and other views as the canonical view, respectively. The performance is consistent across different views with negligible difference as shown in Table 4 . The results show that the proposed method is robust in discovering the underlying manifold and finding correct matches from various views.
Multi-label retrieval. In the real-world scenario, one may want to retrieve products not only of the same make but also of the same model as for query. We measure the relevance of retrieved images by checking whether they share exactly the same make and model as the query. Table 5 shows that FG- GAN improves precision of the compared methods in most cases under stricter evaluation criterion. The observation indicates that the generated representation captures subtle visual differences and is discriminative to different fine-grained cars and cameras.
DISCUSSION
We presented an end-to-end network with adversarial learning for fine-grained image search. We integrated a generative adversarial network (GAN) to learn implicit geometric transformations for view and pose normalization. Features extracted from our network is discriminative to distinguish subtle differences of objects from fine-grained categories. In an open-set scenario, our network is able to correctly match unseen images from unknown categories, given an incomplete training set, which is more scalable as data from new categories accumulates. Experimental results on CompCars and eBayCamera10k demonstrated the good performance of the proposed approach in both closed-set and open-set scenarios. Although our approach achieves better performance than previous methods, it remains challenging to learn geometric transformations universally good for non-rigid, deformable objects due to insufficient information in the training labels. This could be potentially addressed by considering additional object deformation cues. Removing background clutter by using salience detection and object localization [38, 39, 40, 41] could also improve the performance.
